APPENDIX A

- Page A-16 & 17 – Revised Table A-2-1M Clear Zone Distances to include the Back Slopes. Also, noted that the source of the material for the Table came from the 2002 AASHTO Roadside Design Guide and errata August 2001-February 2003.

- Page A-32 - Revised Table A-3-3M to add additional Design Speeds and update Design Parameters for Roadside Barrier Layout. Also, noted that the source of the material for the Table came from the 2002 AASHTO Roadside Design Guide Tables 5.5, 5.7 and 5.8.

- Page A-40 - Revised Table for Dimensions for Crash Cushion, Reserve Area and Dimensions updated Figure A-3-3M. Also, noted that the sources of material for the Table and Figure came from the 2002 AASHTO Roadside Design Guide and errata August 2001-February 2003.


- Page A-55 - Revised Table A-4-1M for Minimum Lane and Shoulder Width Values.

- Page A-59 - Revised information on Design Exceptions.